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Agenda for Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahShare some student health data with youDiscuss some campus resources and what York is doing to support studentsHow you can support student during transition from HS to University
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National College Health Assessment

19%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahToday, we are going to share some data with you. This data comes from NCHA.NCHA is the National College Health Assessment survey, which is a nationally recognized research survey that collects data about student health habits, behaviours and perceptions. 41 institutions for canada with 43 780 studentsThe survey runs every 3 years and a large number of Canadian schools started participating in 2013. Each institution receives data and we receive data from institutions across Canada and Ontario, which is also important so we can see how our students compare to students across the country.The data is presented to groups across campus and is then used to inform different programs, policies and strategies for students across campus. ON response rate: 19% Canada response rate 19.2% so it’s important not to generalize results as response rate is too low. 
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Within the last 12 months have you been diagnosed or 
treated by a physician for the following: 

Anorexia Bronchitis Ear Infection

Genital Herpes Strep Throat Sinus Infection

Back Pain Hepatitis B or C High Blood Pressure

High Cholesterol Chlamydia Broken Bone

Diabetes Allergies Anxiety

Depression Asthma Gonorrhea

Migraine Mononucleosis HPV

Urinary tract infection ADHD Panic Attack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York Stats6. Sinus 11.45. Depression-11.94.Migraines 12.53. Allergies 13.32. Back Pain-16.21. Anxiety-16.3
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Alcohol Data
What percentage of Ontario students do 
you think used alcohol within the last 30 
days?

Perception 94.7% Reality 67.1%

What percentage of Ontario students do 
you think have never used alcohol?

Perception 3.7% Reality 17.4%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahWhat percentage of Ontario students do you think used alcohol within the last 30 days?Raise you hand if you think it’s more than 25%, 50% 75%, 85%, 95%It is also important to think about how this might be different on your campus, for example at York almost 30% if our students have never used alcohol.
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Safety Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahHere is some data around safety from our students, again just to give you an idea of what some of our students are going through.
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Mental Health Continuum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StephI want to talk a bit about mental health data, but before we look at those numbers let’s talk about mental healthDescribe mental health continuumExplain that a lot of the other health data we have discussed can often have an impact on a students mental health as well. 
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Mental Health Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StephSo with that, here is some data about mental health issues students across the province and country are facing. The NCHA survey asked students whether they had felt the following within the last 12 months. This is what they said. Choose 3 or 4 to highlight (overwhelmed, lonely, so depressed it was difficult to function and seriously considered suicide)Think about all of the people behind these stats. Mental Health issues are more common than you may think. *Ask the group if any of these numbers surprised them.
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Academic Impact
Factor ON 2016 Canada 2016

Stress 42.9% 42.2%
Anxiety 33.1% 32.5%
Sleep Difficulties 28.8% 28.4%
Depression 21.9% 20.9%
Internet 
use/computer 
games

19.8% 18.7%
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Within the last 12 
months have any of the 
following been traumatic 
or difficult to handle?

Ontario 2016 Canada 2016

Academics 59.3% 58.1%

Finances 40.1% 40.4%

Sleep difficulties 37.9% 37.1%

Career related issues 34.7% 33.7%

Intimate relationships 33.3% 33.8%

Family problems 33.2% 32.3%
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York’s Mental Health Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To learn more including:Our operational plans,Resources,Annual report Check out our website. Some highlights:MH is articulated as a key priority in York academic plan. Just received ethics approval on project focusing on bringing wellbeing into classroomsWe’ve purchased Welltrack for our entire community: an app to support positive MHIncreasing capacity of our community to be responsive-so MH isn’t just the domain of the counselling centre but everyone has a role to play: So in terms of training: 1000+ orientation leaders get training, we train approx 500 people in ST every year, we are hosting a MH conference for student leaders in Feb (we expect approx 250 student leaders will be there). 
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Supporting 
our 
students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we’ve talked about the Appletree medical centre, SVRO and the gym, but based on some of the mental health info we’ve just shared it’s also important to highlight the many services here to support your students including:-Counselling and Disability ServicesCounselling:Personal Counselling Services (PCS) aims to help York students realize, their personal potential in order to maximally their university experience and helps them manage the challenges of university life. Students come to PCS because of a wide range of concerns including, but not limited to: depression, anxiety, abuse, stress, self-esteem, relationship issues, eating and body image as well as issues related to sexuality.Short-term individual, couple, and group counselling services to York University studentsPersonal development workshop and workshop seriesCrisis intervention for York studentsDisability Services:Disability Services (DS) provides educational support to students with documented disabilities - this includes providing academic accommodations, workshops, peer services and numerous other social and academic supports. Disability Services is divided into three units: mental health disabilities (for students with diagnosed MH disabilities), learning disabilities (for students with diagnosed LDs, ASD, Attention disorders) and physical sensory and medical disability services for students with diagnosed physical, sensory and medical issues. To access these services you must register first online and then a representative from Disability Services will be in touch to make an appointment.
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Learning Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Learning Skills: Learning Skills Services works with ALL York students, at any level of study, to:•Help them identify how they learn best•Help them develop learning and organizational strategies to better achieve their academic goalsThrough our workshops, outreach events and academic coaching sessions, we actively engage students to develop and foster:•Self-knowledge about learning and motivation•Time management and organizational skills•Core academic skills such as reading, note-taking, critical thinking, exam preparation*tour mention
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Career Centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The question my colleagues in career hear most often is: what can I do with my degree followed closely by-I know what I want to do but don’t know where to start.The Career Centre provides career exploration, job search support, professional etiquette information and further studies support to help York students and new graduates in their pursuit of career success. We do this by:offering workshops, individual appointments, online resources, panel discussions, career fairs, job postings, and a career resource library;building relationships with alumni and industry professionals to support students’ career development; andpartnering with Faculties, staff and student groups to create customized career supports to meet students’ diverse needs
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Peer Leaders
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Leah State
Coordinator, Health Education & Promotion
lstate@yorku.ca

Questions?
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